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great bread.
Making a better
burger or sandwich
starts with a great
base—Backerhaus
Gourmet Buns are
perfect for a variety
of chef favourite
proteins or grilled
veggies.
BV products offer
inspiration, craftsmanship and
gourmet quality for
the discerning chef
looking to offer the
best starting at the
bottom, middle
and top!

All Natural colours, NO artificial flavours
Backerhaus Veit Ltd., 6745 Invader Crescent, Mississauga, Ontario
Phone: 905.850.9229 Fax: 905.850-9292
Contact: sales@backerhausveit.com
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At BV, Artisan
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soft pretzels are
more than our
business, they are
our passion.
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CHANGE AGENTS

I

“

Say what you will
about millennials,
but this cohort is
probably the smartest
generation we have
ever produced

”
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t’s been said youth is wasted on the
young. And, not surprisingly, it’s usually older generations that utter that
maxim. So when today’s ruling baby
boomers survey the changing landscape
and see a proliferation of millennials
eager to make headway, it’s not surprising they wonder whether this generational cohort will effectively function
as leaders.
Many baby boomers view millennials with a dose of skepticism, believing
their work ethic doesn’t match boomers’
exacting standards, and viewing them
as an entitled and narcissistic bunch.
Indeed, there’s a great divide between
these two groups. But isn’t that the prevailing sentiment typically expressed by
most preceding generations?
For boomer managers who are driven by a strong work ethic, and an
innate belief that one should pay their
dues, it’s hard to trust a generation
intent to accommodate their personal
lives first, seeking instant gratification,
while craving technology and connections so desperately that they are more
obsessed with the number of likes they
garner on Facebook.
On the other hand, who’s to say that
the above sentiments reflect nothing
more than stereotypes? And who’s to say
their way is the wrong way? Say what you
will about millennials, but this cohort
is probably the smartest generation we
have ever produced. They’ve been educated longer than previous generations,
they’ve been raised with more technology at their disposal, they’ve travelled
more and been exposed to various experiences, they’re environmentally conscious and socially aware, and they’re
often principled and driven to make
sound ethical choices. And, one day soon
they will be tomorrow’s leaders (see Top
30 Under 30 story on p. 23).
Generation Y won’t put up with the

status quo for the sake of it. Consider
this: recently, four female students from
the University of Alberta became so fed
up with sexism in Edmonton restaurants that they created an interactive
blog “exposing the shameful underbelly
of the food industry,” according to a
story by Stephanie Dubois in metronews.ca. The women created F.E.D. U.P.
(Feminist Eatery Database Undercover
Project), a website where victims could
submit stories of sexism in the service
industry. Almost instantly the group
received several responses from women
subjected to sexism from either employers or customers. The women hope to
create a database of restaurants that
have been identified by respondents so
consumers can make informed choices
as to whether they want to patronize
these establishments.
“Everyone knows there’s a lot of crap
in the service industry that girls especially
put up with,” Tempo Sabatier, one of the
four women associated with the project,
is quoted as saying by metronews.ca.
“We’re giving them an anonymous space
to share their story.”
It’s a bold, clever and audacious move
and one that reflects what millennials
are all about. With any luck, maybe this
generation will be the change agents
this industry needs to evolve in new and
meaningful ways.
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MONTHLY NEWS AND UPDATES FOR THE FOODSERVICE INDUSTRY

POWER PLAY

FYI

Kraft and Heinz are merging to create The Kraft Heinz Company
BY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER

A

wave of consolidations continue
to transform the foodservice
sector, with news that one of
North America’s largest food-and-beverage companies is being formed this
summer. “Kraft Foods and H.J. Heinz
have entered into a definitive agreement
to bring together two of the most iconic
food companies in the world, creating
a new global powerhouse in the foodand-beverage sector,” said Alex Behring,
chairman of Pittsburgh-based Heinz and
managing partner at Brazilian investment firm 3G Capital, during a March
investors’ call.
Warren Buffet’s Omaha, N.E.-based
Berkshire Hathaway and 3G Capital, two
companies behind the 2014 Tim Hortons
and Burger King merger, will invest $10 billion in Kraft Heinz, becoming major shareholders in the
company that will have revenues of $28 billion. Bernardo Hees, CEO of Heinz, will be appointed
CEO of the new brand, which will be co-headquartered in Pittsburgh and the Chicago area.
The transaction, which is expected to close during the second half of 2015, is proof change
continues to transform the foodservice business. “Since Kraft launched as an independent company (in 2012), the industry has faced headwinds and change has been continuous,” asserted John
Cahill, chairman and CEO, Kraft Foods Group in Northfield, Ill. “To address these challenges
head-on, we’ve talked about accelerating the pace of change in a fast-evolving food-and-beverage
landscape. In essence, this transaction will allow us to accomplish our goals much faster than Kraft
can on its own.” The plan is to move quickly, reinvest savings, build the brands
and make innovation a priority.
The new leadership team is eyeing international expansion for Kraft’s
stable of brands by leveraging Heinz’s existing international infrastructure
and raising awareness. “Heinz benefits from a truly global platform, which
will expand the reach of Kraft’s brands to consumers across the globe,” says
Behring of Heinz, which generates more than 60 per cent of sales from outside North America, including 25 per cent of sales from emerging markets.
The merger spells good news for all facets of the foodservice sector.
Increased sales volumes will allow Kraft Heinz to offer better bargains
and a wider range of products to large retail outlets, specialty food stores
and restaurants.

GLOBETROTTERS
Shortly before Tim Hortons and
Burger King merged to create
Restaurant Brands International
(RBI) in December, Marc Caira, former Tim Hortons’ CEO and current
RBI director, pledged to bring the
Timmies brand across the globe.
The team followed that up with news
of 186 net new restaurants opening
in 2014. Strong comparable sales
growth and unit acceleration helped
drive system-wide sales growth
of 6.6 per cent at Tims during the
past year. Daniel Schwartz, CEO,
RBI, called it a transformative year.
“With the creation of Restaurant
Brands International, a new global
powerhouse in the quick-service
restaurant industry, we believe both
brands are well positioned for longterm sustainable growth, and we
are excited to introduce the iconic
Tim Hortons brand to the rest of the
world,” he said.

INVESTOR’S EDGE Leaders from Kraft, Heinz and 3G Capital will helm the newly formed Kraft Heinz Company. Alex Behring,
chairman of Pittsburgh-based Heinz and managing partner at Brazilian investment firm 3G Capital, is set to become the chairman of
The Kraft Heinz Company. John Cahill, chairman and CEO of Kraft in Northfield, Ill., will become vice-chairman and chairman of an
Operations and Strategy committee of the Board of Directors.
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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FYI

RAISING
THE BAR

COMING
EVENTS

Quebec’s MTY Food
Group has risen above
the quick-service
category, premiering
Tosto Quickfire Pizza
Pasta in Toronto, with
a menu by Chopped
Canada chef Nicholas
Wong. “As the rapidly
growing segment of
fast-casual dining continues to gain acceptance in Canada, MTY believes that now is the time to raise the bar one more
level. By creating a fast-premium dining concept, Canadian consumers can experience a high quality, premium fine-dining product in a quick-service environment and at a reasonable price,” said
Michael Lublin, brand VP of the concept that serves wine and beer. Out of the open kitchen, chefs
prepare Romano pizza and pasta, made daily in house, topped with ingredients such as prosciutto,
soppressata, white truffle oil and béchamel sauce. The team intends to grow the brand with future
franchised locations.

FIZZLING OUT
Pop is no longer part of kids’ meals at Burger
King in the U.S. after the chain’s executives
pledged to provide nutritionally balanced meal
options. Sugar-laden fountain drinks are now
substituted with fat-free milk, low-fat chocolate milk or 100-per-cent apple juice. “We have
removed fountain drinks from our kids’ menu
boards, and they are no longer merchandised
as part of kids’ meals,” reads a statement from
the brand’s media-relations team, who added
that it is adhering to the National Restaurant

MAY 16-19: NRA Show,
McCormick Place, Chicago.
Tel: 312-853-2525; email: nra@
experient-inc.com; website: show.
restaurant.org
MAY 19-21: Sweets & Snacks
Expo, McCormick Place, Chicago.
Tel: 202-534-1440; website:
sweetsandsnacks.com
MAY 28-30: CAFP National
Conference, Delta Fredericton
Hotel, Fredericton. Email:
national@cafp.com;
website: cafp.com
MAY 31 – JUNE 1: 2015
Bakery Congress Tradeshow &
Conference, Palais des congrès
de Montreal, Montreal. Tel: 905405-0288; email: info@baking.ca;
website: baking.ca

Association’s Kids Live Well program, which
promotes nutritionally balanced menu options
across the U.S. The BK team is reviewing beverages offered on kids’ meals at Burger Kings in
other countries.

UNDER THE
TUSCAN SUN
Chef Alida Solomon spent six years honing her
skills in Tuscany’s kitchens and fields, and the Tutti
Matti chef has announced plans to return to the
region with a new business venture inside the renovated 17th-century Villa San Dalmazio. “Tutti Matti
Tuscany will be an exclusive restaurant, hotel and
microbrewery in the heart of Italy’s wine country,”
said Solomon. “The majority of our harvest, herbs and game birds will be produced at our on-site
[organic] farm and served expertly in a unique farm-to-table atmosphere.” Solomon has teamed with
craft-brewing expert Frank Heaps (left) and real-estate agent James Estrin (right) to begin raising
€6.4 million ($12 million) for the project, which will feature a 12-room boutique hotel, a craft brewery as well as a restaurant and wine cellar, surrounded by a 100-acre vineyard and olive trees.
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MAY 5-6: The Canadian
Restaurant Investment Summit,
Hilton Toronto Hotel, Toronto.
Tel: 416-924-2002;
website: restaurantinvest.ca

JUNE 2: The 25th Annual We
Care Golf & Spa Classic, Cardinal
Golf Club, Newmarket, Ont. Tel:
905-841-1223; email: trodrigue@
friendsofwecare.org; website:
friendsofwecare.org
JUNE 10-11: Alberta Pork
Congress, Westerner Park,
Red Deer, Alta. Tel: 403-244-7821;
email: info@albertaporkcongress.
com; website: albertaporkcongress.com
SEPT. 30: Kostuch Media’s Icons
& Innovators Breakfast with Susur
Lee, Toronto Region Board of
Trade, Toronto. Tel: 416-447-0888
x236; talexandrou@kostuchmedia.
com; website: kostuchmedia.com/
shop

FOR MORE EVENTS,
VISIT http://bit.ly/FHevents
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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IN BRIEF
The Canadian foodservice
industry continued its
five-year growth trend
in 2014, ending the year
with $71.8 billion in sales,
compared to $68.4 billion in 2013, according to
Restaurants Canada in
Toronto...Prince Edward
Island Premier Wade
MacLauchlan has shared
plans to promote P.E.I.
as Canada’s Food Island,
in order to support the
province’s food sector,
including fishermen,
farmers and processors.
Some of the new initiatives include a partnership
with Quebec celebrity
chef Ricardo Larrivée and
exploring new market
relationships for seafood

in Europe and Asia…
Toronto-based Sensors
Quality Management Inc.
has reduced the rate of its
online feedback programs
for as low as three dollars
per location, per month…
Toronto’s New York Fries
and South St. Burger Co.,
along with Vancouver’s
White Spot Limited
achieved a Gold Standard
and Gold Standard
Requalified ranking,
respectively, on Deloitte’s
list of Canada’s Best
Managed Companies.

PEOPLE

Shin Suzuki is the
new executive chef at
Vancouver’s Pidgin restaurant. The internationally trained toque has

worked at Alain Ducasse
au Plaza Athénée in Paris
and Taillevent, where he
trained under chef Alain
Solivérès…James Olberg
has returned to Vancouver’s

James Olberg

Glowbal Restaurant Group
as the culinary director
and executive chef for its
Coast Restaurant. Coast’s
executive chef, Pedro
Gonzalez, will lead the
kitchen at the company’s
Glowbal Grill, which will
be reopening this summer
in a new location at Telus

Garden…Tony Fernandes,
executive chef and foodand-beverage director for
Crowne Plaza Toronto
Airport, Four Points by
Sheraton Toronto Airport
and Hilton Garden Inn
Toronto Mississauga in
Ontario, has been named
Central Region Chef
of the Year for 2015 by
the Canadian Culinary
Federation of Chefs and
Cooks and the Escoffier
Society of Toronto…
Michael Osanloo is the
new CEO of P.F. Chang’s,
based in Scottsdale,
Ariz. Osanloo joined
P.F. Chang’s from Kraft
Foods where he served as
EVP and president of the
Grocery Business Unit in
North America.

SUPPLYSIDE
Sylvia Augaitis is the
new executive director
of Marketing at the
Vineland Station, Ont.based Wine Marketing
Association of Ontario,
which was established
in March…Torontobased TrainCan, Inc. is
now offering Emergency
Readiness Training Basics
For The Food Industry,
an interactive four-hour
workshop…Montrealbased Nespresso has
teamed with Berlin
industrial design studio Geckeler Michels
to launch The Touch
Collection of cups...U.K.based Sweetbird’s new
Iced Tea Syrup Box
includes three one-litre

FYI

Downdraft Ventilation
Cooking Station;
Shreveport, La.-based
Frymaster’s FilterQuick;
New Port Richey,
Fla.-based Manitowoc
Foodservice’s Merrychef
Eikon E4s with Panini
Grill; Hayward, Calif.based The Montague
Company’s R290 Glycol
Ice and Heat Sauté
Station; Dallas-based
Ovention, Inc.’s M360
Oven; Rolling Meadows
Ill.-based Rational USA’s
SelfCookingCenter 5
Senses; and O’Fallon,
Mo.-based True Food
Service Equipment, Inc.’s
Hydrocarbon (R290)
Natural Refrigerant
Reach-In Refrigerators/
Freezers.

RESTO BUZZ

The R&D restaurant in Toronto’s
Chinatown neighbourhood features
a star-studded culinary cast. Alvin
Leung, a Michelin-starred chef and
a MasterChef Canada judge has
teamed with season-one winner, Eric
Chong, to create modern Malaysian
and Hong Kong dishes such as
R&D
Grandpa’s Fun Guo, featuring chicken
with black truffle as well as sharing
plates such as General Sanders’ Chicken...Following a $2-million overhaul, the Courtyard St.
John’s in Newfoundland has a new full-service culinary concept called Fish Bowl. Executive
chef Chris Hounsell’s seafood-focused menu includes pho-style shellfish chowder, hoisin redglazed salmon and land-based alternatives…The Ottawa airport has welcomed new quick-service concepts such as The Local and Pza. Soon-to-open eateries at the airport include a new
Good Earth Coffeehouse this spring, and Tulip Bar and Wine Lounge this summer…
Toronto’s Panorama restaurant has reopened as The One Eighty on the 51st floor of the
Manulife Centre. Executive chef Christopher Matthews offers a culinary experience inspired
by slow food, with dishes such as rosemary spatchcock Cornish hen with zucchini tagliatelle.
Opening a new restaurant? Let us in on the buzz. Send a high-res image, menu and background
information about the new establishment to bbinelli@kostuchmedia.com.

MAKE SERVING
CANADA’S FASTESTGROWING DEMOGRAPHIC
your BUSINESS.

Demand for our service is increasing rapidly.
Come grow with us!
•
•
•
•
•

Low franchise fee and start-up costs
$0 royalty and $0 ad fund
Comprehensive training
Ongoing marketing and business support
25 years of proven success in the UK

With more than 150 tasty options to choose from, seniors
rely on Heart to Home Meals to provide delicious frozen
meals, soups and desserts delivered directly to their homes.
Limited opportunities available in British Columbia, Alberta,
Manitoba and Ontario!
We make the meals. You build the business.
Call Michael Gazer, President, at 1.800.268.8199 x251.
Or visit HeartToHomeMeals.ca.

Formerly
Copper County Foods.
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bottles of Peach Iced Tea
as well as Cucumber and
Mint Iced Tea syrups…
The NRA Show’s 2015
Kitchen Innovation
Award recipients include
Huntington, W.Va.-based
Champion Industries’
Foodwaste Reduction
System; St. Louis, Mo.based Duke Manufacturing
Co.’s FlexTech Advanced
Food Holding Platform;
St. Paul, Minn.-based
Ecolab’s Syncra Total
Hand Hygiene System;
Burlington, Vt.-based
Edlund Company LLC’s
Titan Max-Cut; Travelers
Rest, S.C.-based EnviroPure
Systems, Inc.’s Ozone
Recirculation System;
Beaverton, Ore.-based
Evo, Inc.’s Event Ductless

FROM THE DESK OF ROBERT CARTER

THE NEW
COMPETITION
C-store operators are stepping it up
to compete with QSRs

T

raditional quick-service restaurants
(QSRs) have been losing customer
visits to convenience stores (c-stores)
and fast-casual operators for nearly five
years. While this trend first gained momentum south of the border, there’s now noticeable crossover into the Canadian market as
consumers continue to reassess how they
think about and purchase meals and snacks.
So, it’s important foodservice operators recognize and address this trend north of the
49th parallel.
It’s no surprise consumers buy the majority of their meals- and snacks-on-the-go
from traditional QSRs, retail establishments
and fast-casual outlets. Last year traditional
QSRs fulfilled 77 per cent of the need, while
retail outlets and fast-casual concepts provided the remaining 23 per cent. At c-stores
alone, this translated into five-billion visits
in 2014 for prepared foods and beverages
— visits that steal share from QSRs. In fact,
c-stores and fast-casual outlets have posted
strong growth at the expense of traditional

QSRs and remaining retail outlets.
While c-store operators meet consumer
needs for convenience — serving customers
quickly on the way to work — the quality
of food is not keeping up with competitive
offerings. Realizing this is a growth opportunity, many c-store operators have begun to
improve their food-and-beverage offerings,
providing an increasing number of options
that compete directly with other quickservice concepts. They’re offering more prepared foods and beverages, which address
consumers’ hunger for variety and quality

FOOD-FORWARD BUYERS — Share of Total C-Store Market
20
15
10
5
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at reasonable and affordable prices. Similar
to the home-meal replacement category,
c-stores are exploring the addition of rotisserie chicken, Mexican food and sushi.
As a result, these food-forward chains
such as Altoona, Pa.-based Sheetz, WaWa,
Pa.-based Wawa and Dallas-based 7-Eleven
steadily increased their share of total c-store
visits. In 2010, their share of the market was
14 per cent; today they capture more than
17 per cent of total c-store visits, a sizeable
increase in four years.
However, these operators are not focused
solely on the food they offer, they’re also
delivering on consumers’ desire for a better
experience, similar to how QSRs are upscaling their interiors. After all, food is not the
primary reason consumers give for visiting
one c-store over another. They’re looking for
quality food prepared on site, but they also
care about other aspects of the visit experience; restroom cleanliness and overall store
appearance are visit drivers as well.
It’s clear the battle for market share in
the QSR arena will only intensify as more
c-store operators with limited foodservice
capabilities realize the opportunity to grow
their business by focusing on the food and
customer experience. l

Robert Carter is executive director, Foodservice Canada, with the NPD Group Inc.
He can be reached at robert.carter@npd.com for questions regarding the latest trends
and their impact on the foodservice business.
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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Better-burger operators offer unique
ingredients and opportunities for customization,
but is there room to grow in the crowded segment?
BY REBECCA HARRIS
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FOOD FILE

BURGER MANIA The humble burger is constantly reimagined with quality toppings and protein choices such as
Bareburger’s elk burger (opposite page) and el matador (top left) as well as Burger Bar Crescent’s smoked meat
(top right) and crusted salmon offering (above, left), but the common cheeseburger (above right, from Big Smoke)
still remains a Canadian favourite

ONE

evening this past
March, Morris
Baker, co-owner of
Montreal’s Burger Bar Crescent, got an email
from his executive chef, Brian Paquette. The
chef said he was changing the recipe for one
of the restaurant’s most popular menu items,
Chix Dig It, a grilled chicken sandwich with
bacon, lettuce, tomato, avocado and mayonnaise. “We’ll make preserved lemons and do

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

a lemon-and-herbed mayo for the sandwich,”
wrote Paquette. “I also changed how the chicken is being prepared. It will be approximately
100-per-cent better.”
Tweaks to sandwiches, even ones that are top
sellers, along with a steady stream of seasonal
offerings, keep diners interested, says Baker.
“You can’t just set up a menu and walk away,”
he explains. “A menu is a living document;
it’s constantly breathing and changing. I don’t
FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MAY 2015
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FOOD FILE
ON THE SIDE
French fries may sometimes get a bad rap on
the health front, but their presence on menus
continues to grow. According to Chicagobased research firm Technomic, fries (served
as a side/extra) have grown on menus by 8.6
per cent in the last two years. Today, salads
are a new trending side, but operators are
wooing diners with fries made with quality
ingredients and unique preparation methods.
At Burger Bar Crescent in Montreal, the bestselling poutine is made with hand-cut fries and
house-made sauce. “We have a pot that sits
on a jet burner 24 hours a day, seven days a
week,” says co-owner Morris Baker. “It starts
off with veal bones and reduces down to a
demi-glace.” Burger Bar Crescent has four
varieties of poutine: Classic ($8), Jack Daniels
BBQ Pulled Pork ($14), Dunn’s Famous Mtl
Smoked Meat ($14) and Hangover Poutine
with a fried egg, sautéed wild mushrooms and
truffle oil ($16).

FLAVOUR PUNCH The cooks at Montreal’s
Burger Bar Crescent top their patties with
unique ingredients to stand out in the crowded market. The Big Blue (above) includes
toppings of blue cheese and charred confit
tomato, the Hangover (below) is slathered
with poutine, a fried egg, truffle oil and
onions, while the Jack Daniel’s BBQ burger
(bottom) is dressed with whisky-infused barbecue sauce, among other ingredients
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think a two-week period goes by where we
don’t have something new to offer our customers. And we attract the type of foodies
who appreciate that.”
In an increasingly crowded segment,
burger restaurant operators have to continually find new ways to attract diners looking
for a better burger. “One of the biggest challenges in the sector is differentiation,” says
Kristin Menas, associate editor, Canada and
Adult Beverage at Chicago-based research
firm Technomic Inc. “Operators are at risk
of falling into the same patterns as their
competitors by utilizing similar ingredients,
flavour combinations and preparations.
Although it’s important to stay relevant with
these trends, operators have to get creative in
other ways to separate themselves from the
pack.” They’re doing that, adds Menas, by
introducing more exclusive signature items,
specialty sauces and condiments to create a
more house-made, higher-quality experience
for their customers.
New York-based Bareburger, which
recently opened its first Canadian location
in Toronto, tries to stand out from the crowd
by positioning itself as a healthier option.
The concept focuses on organic, all-natural,
free-range meats and has many non-beef
options. Blue Elk, for instance, features elk,

New York-based Bareburger’s sides are just
as well thought out as the main dishes. “We’re
looking for pure [ingredients] and no additives,” says Andrew Sarda, executive chef.
Bareburger serves french fries with curry
ginger ketchup and sweet-potato fries with
buttermilk ranch sauce.
The Oakville, Ont.-based Works Gourmet
Burger Bistro’s limited-time Believe in
Baconism II menu offers fresh-cut Piggy
Your Fries topped with bacon seasoning,
bacon pieces, green onions and a specialty
bacon-roasted garlic aioli. “Introducing
specialty, house-made sauces can reinvigorate interest in fries as a side or snack
option, rather than having to revamp or
alter the fries themselves,” says
Technomic’s Kristin Menas.
Toronto’s New York Fries prepares wholesome hand-cut potatoes
cooked with the skin on in nonhydrogenated sunflower oil. Allergen
information is available online.
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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fries and sauces and have a
treat-yourself meal, but we’re
using organic ingredients
and healthier proteins.”
One new menu item
Bareburger recently introduced is the Fire Quacker,
made with ground duck,
pepper jack cheese, habanero
mayo, pickled jalapeños,
red onions, spinach and
tomatoes on a brioche bun
($13.15). “It has a spicy profile, but it plays so well with
the duck,” says Sarda. “Duck
Amish blue cheese, back bacon, stout onions is not what people think of readily as their
and tomato fig jam on a sprout bun ($13.65). meat of choice, but it’s been welcomed with
The El Matador is a bison burger with cheese open arms.”
curds, pickled jalapeños, guacamole and
Technomic’s “2013 Canadian Burger
spicy pico de gallo on a brioche bun ($13.95). Consumer Trend Report” found that more
“These are leaner red meats and have differthan one-quarter of Canadian consumers (26
ent nutritional content than [conventional]
per cent) said it’s important for burger resburgers,” says Andrew Sarda, executive chef.
taurants to offer non-beef meat options such
“Yes, it’s a burger, and you can still have
as turkey or lamb. And a little more than
Big Smoke Burger’s Blazing Pineapple

one-fifth (22 per cent overall and 28 per cent
of those 18 to 34) said it’s important to offer
vegan choices.
“We’re seeing [non-beef] options as a new
frontier for the burger concepts,” says Menas.
“Consumers want non-beef options, whether
it be for health reasons or alternative diets.
This may be one way for burger chains to
maintain their growth. Consumers are clearly
not only looking for better burgers but burgers they view as better for them.”
While more diners are gravitating to
non-beef items, such as the black bean and
farmers’ quinoa patty options offered at
Bareburger, the classics are still king. For
example, the chain’s cheeseburger, The
Standard, is a top seller. The menu item is
made with Colby cheese, stout onions and
dill pickles ($11.25). “It’s a go-to burger
for people,” says Sarda. “It’s just a delicious
burger that’s simple and straightforward —
people don’t want to overthink things.”
The same can be said of the customers
at Toronto-based gourmet burger chain Big
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INGREDIENT OF THE MONTH:

SPROUTED GRAINS
New York-based Bareburger serves organic,
all-natural burgers, so a plain white bun
doesn’t cut it like a live-sprout multigrain bun
does. Sprouting grains is an ancient practice
that has become increasingly popular in
recent years, as consumers seek healthier,
easy-to-digest foods. Sprouted grains are
whole grains that have been soaked and left
to germinate in a controlled environment.
They are said to have more vitamins, minerals
and fibre than non-sprouted grains. Enzymes
are released during the sprouting process,
which breaks down proteins and carbohydrates, making the grains easier to digest.
“You get a little more nutrition out of a bun
that’s been sprouted — and more flavour,”
says Andrew Sarda, executive
chef, Bareburger.

Smoke Burger, which has 16 locations in
Canada, the U.S. and the Middle East. One
of its bestselling items is the classic cheeseburger, made with smoked Canadian cheddar
($7.89), says CEO Mustafa Yusuf, who founded the company in 2007. But, while some
diners like to stick to tradition, Big Smoke
Burger keeps things fresh by adding one or
two new menu items each year.
For last year’s citywide Burger Week promotion in Toronto, the company turned to
its employees for new burger ideas. “We told
them they can only bring one product from
outside that wasn’t already in our inventory,”
says Yusuf. “We generally like to keep using
whatever we already have in the building
rather than bringing in a new product across
the board.”
One staff member brought in a pineapple
to grill and The Blazing Pineapple was born.
The burger, which became a permanent
menu item, features hot banana peppers,
grilled pineapple, blazing sauce, mayo and
barbecue sauce ($7.69). Big Smoke Burger

also recently introduced a Jerk Chicken
sandwich with barbecue sauce and hot
banana peppers ($8.29). “Our customers like that we use real ingredients,” says
Yusuf, adding that the chain differentiates
itself by serving hand-cut fries, house-made
signature sauces and charbroiled burgers. “People’s appetites have changed, and
they’re looking for quality.”
Indeed, gourmet burger restaurants’
focus on quality gives consumers a newer,
better way to eat burgers, and there’s no
turning back. “Once the genie is out of
the bottle, it’s very hard to put back,” says
Burger Bar Crescent’s Baker. “It’s indisputable that people in North America like
burgers. The innovators came along and
taught the population that there was a better way to make them. And once people
were educated, it made room within the
category for more competition.”
Baker, a former Ben & Jerry’s franchise
owner, had no restaurant experience when he
opened Burger Bar Crescent with his brother
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Ari in 2011. But he applied Ben
& Jerry’s philosophy of using
high-quality, natural ingredients to the burger concept.
Burger Bar Crescent’s
bestselling burger is The
Hangover, which won the
People’s Choice award at
Montreal’s inaugural Le
Burger Week in 2012. It’s
topped with American cheese,
bacon, poutine, fried egg,
caramelized onion and truffle
oil ($18). Burger Bar’s 2014
submission to Le Burger Week,
The Dude, also became a permanent menu item. The sandTRIED-AND-TRUE At Montreal’s Burger
wich is a beef, veal and pork
Bar Crescent, wild mushrooms get jazzed
patty topped with Monterey
up on a beef patty with caramelized onions,
Jack, mozzarella, house ketch- arugula and specialty garlic mayonnaise
up and crispy fried onions.
Na’eem Adam, a marketing professional and co-founder of Le
Burger Week, says part of the reason gourmet burgers are so popular
is they’re one of the few items chefs can call their own. “When you
create a lobster ravioli, it’s always a lobster ravioli — there’s really
nothing you can add to it,” says Adam. “But when it comes to burgers, chefs can continuously create things and add ingredients.”
That’s also why customers are drawn to gourmet burger concepts,
many of which have customizable options. Bareburger, for instance, has
a “Be-My-Burger” option, which allows customers to choose the patty,
bun, cheese, bacon, veggies, sauce and spread. “People want to customize to fit their needs,” says Sarda. “Be My Burger lets [customers] build
their burger from start to finish — if you want it, you can make it.”
B.C.’s Splitz Grill was built on the create-your-own-burger concept. People order at the counter and choose from various toppings,
including hot peppers, hummus, baba ghanoush and fresh salsa,
along with standard toppings such as lettuce, tomato and onion.
“People can make the burger the way they want it as opposed to
picking an item off a menu,” says owner and chef Trevor Jackson,
who opened Splitz Grill in Whistler in 1997 (it was later sold) and
Vancouver in 2008. “Our menu has stayed pretty similar over the last
18 years … but with 10 different types of burgers and 30-odd toppings, there are a lot of combinations for people.”
Technomic’s Menas concurs that customization is part of the
appeal of gourmet burger restaurants. “Consumers want what they
want and how they want it,” she says. “We’re seeing customization
going hand in hand with a lot of these better-burger concepts…. I
think that is very appealing to people; you don’t have to know what
you want going in, and you can create your own specific menu item.”
Whatever their preference, consumer demand for quality burgers
shows no signs of abating. “We’re still seeing that market in Canada
heat up,” says Menas, who adds that there is room for more growth.
“There’s only so much growth before market saturation is reached,
but I don’t believe this category in Canada is overly saturated yet.” l
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

COLOURING
OUTSIDE
THE LINES
You can’t get anywhere standing still — and you
certainly can’t move forward in the increasingly
competitive foodservice environment without
taking a leap. Innovation drives the change the
industry needs to keep customers engaged,
offering experiences that leave them wanting
more. From no-tipping rules to no menus and
advancements in digital ordering via wearable technology, F&H highlights restaurant
operators who are challenging their customers
and the industry to push forward and colour
outside the lines. — Brianne Binelli

INNOVATION
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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INNOVATION

ONE OF
A KIND

Candy, a restaurant
on New York City’s
Lower East Side,
Cohen is making
vegetables more than
a menu accompaniment — she’s making
Canadian-born Amanda Cohen
them a treat.
is winning acclaim as one of
The CanadianNew York’s most innovative chefs
born chef has been
winning accolades in
BY ROSANNA CAIRA
the Big Apple for running one of America’s
most inventive restaurants. In fact, the
60-seat boîte is the
first veggie spot in
17 years to receive
two stars from The
New York Times. It’s
been recognized by
the Michelin Guide
five years in a row
and won awards from
Gourmet magazine,
the Village Voice and
many other publications. Cohen was also
the inaugural vegetarian chef to compete
on Iron Chef America
and the first in North
America to produce a
graphic novel cookbook, Dirt Candy: A
Cookbook.
Though vegetables
play the starring role on her
menu, she doesn’t like to define
her establishment by that fact.
hen Amanda
“I don’t want to get lumped into
Cohen was growing up as a
that category, because then you
teenager in Toronto, she liked to
become a lifestyle restaurant,” she
think of herself as a vegetarian.
told The New York Times. She’s
Back then there were few of them also very relaxed in her approach
around, and fewer still veggieto cooking veggies. She’s happy
only restaurants. “You’d go out
to buy them from a supermarket.
to a restaurant, and you’d get the “I don’t need the world’s best
world’s most boring vegetable
carrots,” she told The Times, “I
plate,” she told The New York
just need carrots. If I used the
Times a few months ago. “It’s so
world’s best carrots, your dish
depressing when you have to eat
would be twice as expensive.
that over and over again.”
We really try to stick to food
Today, as chef/owner of Dirt
that you can get in the vegetable

W
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aisle at the supermarket.” She’s
also not insistent about buying
organic ingredients.
With snack items such as
Korean Fried Broccoli ($6) and
Jalapeño Hush Puppies ($6); and
mains such as Butternut Squash
Scallopini with harissa labneh
balls and green chermoula ($23),
Brussels Sprout Tacos ($30) or
Cauliflower and Curry with
green-pea paneer, papaya chutney and pappadam ($21), Cohen
brings whimsy to her dishes.
Not only does she want to
make eating vegetables fun, the
chef ’s also intent on shaking up
the status quo. For example, she’s
banned tipping at Dirt Candy,
implementing a 20-per-cent
administration charge to each
guest check. “Everybody here
works for me, and I want to pay
them a fair living wage that’s
guaranteed,” she is quoted as saying by The Times. l

CHALLENGING
THE STATUS QUO

S

ome may call Nathan Isberg’s
ideas unconventional, others may

call them crazy, but that doesn’t
bother him.
The chef/owner of Toronto’s
Atlantic restaurant began rethinking
his ideals after plans to move closer
to a Bradford, Ont. farm were foiled
approximately a year ago, after four
years in business. He stayed and
reassessed his concept, creating
a one-man operation. “I serve and
cook,” he explains. “What it demands
in effort it more than makes up for in
feeling connected. So, when I’m dealing with customers there’s much more
food engagement.”
Indeed, customers at the 24-seat
resto are getting a unique experience. They order seasonal, regional
food without a menu (it was nixed but
used to feature dishes such as ricotta
gnuddi and jerk-spiced mussels) and
pay (or trade) what they think the
meal is worth. “On one hand there
are no preconceptions or assumptions and, on the other hand, it opens
up the discussion,” Isberg explains,
noting a concern about access to
food. “Some people will pay a lot less,
some people will pay a lot more…. It
levels out.”
This past winter, alcohol was also
taken off the menu. Isberg didn’t
agree with pre-conceived ideas that
alcohol was necessary to be successful in foodservice. “I wanted to challenge that notion,” he says. “It’s weird
that something that has arguably a
lot of social harm associated with it is
considered indispensable.” Since the
move, Atlantic diners have enjoyed
food pairings with non-alcoholic
drinks such as warm apple cider and
whey sodas.
At press time, Isberg was reevaluating his operation. He wants to
create intimate, orchestrated dining
experiences. But, whichever way
the chef’s work evolves, he hasn’t
laboured in vein. In March, he was
making approximately $5,000 a week
and wasn’t dishing out any money for
labour costs. He sums it up: “The last
five years has proven radical changes
from conventional models can work,
so I want to expand that discussion
by collaborating with like-minded
people.” — Brianne Binelli
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A CULTURAL
MOSAIC
Boralia blends Aboriginal cuisine with immigrant dishes in a
salute to Canada’s culinary heritage

BY CYNTHIA DAVID

P

atrons of Boralia (formerly named Borealia) in downtown Toronto get a history lesson
with every bite. Chef/owners
Evelyn Wu and Wayne Morris
opened their 45-seat restaurant
last fall to showcase updated versions of dishes enjoyed by the
First Nations and early settlers.
The brief appetizer list
includes chop suey croquettes
($6), a nod to Wu’s heritage
and to the Chinese migrants
who arrived on the West Coast
in the 1850s to search for
gold. Another popular item is
pigeon pie ($20), circa 1611, a

COMFORTS OF HOME Salt
Cod Quenelles (top) and Bison
Pemmican Bresaola reflect
Canada’s cultural mosaic
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mound of dark squab meat
(farm-raised baby pigeon)
encased in a flaky crust and
flanked by seared squab breast.
Boralia’s owners are typical
Canadians. Morris is Acadian
from Nova Scotia with a sliver
of Metis blood, while Wu, who
works the front of house, grew up
in Toronto and Hong Kong. After
culinary school in San Francisco
and a stint at Michelin-starred
Coi, she returned to Toronto to
work at Nota Bene, then headed
to England for a year at Heston
Blumenthal’s The Fat Duck,
where she helped develop desserts
using fine-dining interpretations
of historical British cuisine. Back
in Toronto, she wondered how to
do the same with Canadian food.
She switched to front of the house
and moved to Kelowna, B.C. as a
server at Waterfront Wines, where
Morris was chef de cuisine.
They began talking about opening a restaurant that embraced
both their backgrounds. Marie
Nightingale’s 1970 classic, Out of
Old Nova Scotia Kitchens, which
combined Acadian recipes and
dishes from German settlers,
offered inspiration. “Canada is

a country of immigrants who
brought recipes from their home
countries,” says Wu. “By mixing
that with First Nations cuisine we
could get a comprehensive view of
Canadian cuisine.”
The duo, who married in
2013, spent months researching
Canadian cuisine. They lightened up several recipes from the
1899 Dominion Home Cook Book
to make them more palatable
for today’s tastes. Morris also
explored traditional preparation
methods in dishes such as the
pan-roasted trout with Iroquois
popcorn grits ($17), made by
steeping popcorn in cooking liquid until it thickens like polenta.
“I’m not trying to reinvent
the wheel,” says Morris. “We’re
embracing the idea of looking to
the past to create something new.”
Some ingredients were a risk,
Wu admits. Though she’d grown

up eating whelk, and Morris
discovered it was once fished off
Newfoundland, she wasn’t sure
people would eat a giant sea snail.
She needn’t have worried. “We
prepare it in a rich umami butter sauce,” she says, “and it was
the most popular dish at our
first pop-up dinner.” The éclade
of pine butter-poached mussels,
circa 1605, presented under a
glass cloche filled with pine smoke
($15), has garnered pages of press.
Boralia’s customers range
from downtown hipsters to families from the suburbs. Morris
says, “People get that this is
Canadian food, and they’ll come
back with friends visiting from
abroad who want to know what
our cuisine is.” Wu sums it up:
“We’re putting the spotlight
on the food of everyone
who came from our mosaic
of different cultures.” l

CANADIAN COMFORT

B

oralia, a variation of a name proposed during Confederation, wears its
Canadiana elegantly in a design, fashioned by Toronto’s Qanūk Interiors, which

melds natural elements with a modern, formal European esthetic. Cedar beams
define the narrow, softly lit space, echoing a longhouse, and a crumpled copper light
fixture near the front shimmers like the Northern Lights. Wayne Soule tapestries map
wildlife migration patterns against exposed brick walls, a wooden nook is draped
with faux fur and a fearsome wooden wolf guards basement washrooms.
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AHEAD
OF THE
CURVE

The ever-evolving digital
landscape is keeping
foodservice operators
on their toes as they run
to keep up with their
customers’ desire for
convenience. Such pursuits are assuming various
forms, from smartphone
customer loyalty apps
to delivery options
through smart TVs.
The possibilities are
endless. We’ve picked
some of our faves
to highlight.
BY MEGAN O’BRIEN

STARBUCKS
Starbucks executives recently announced
the launch of two new mobile services. The
ordering and payment app, which was tested
in select U.S. cities in 2014, will become available across the U.S. and Canada this year.
It allows customers to order and pay for their
coffee and baked goods before they step
into a Starbucks location. The Seattle-based
company also announced details of a delivery
service, which will roll out in Seattle and New
York City this year. New Yorkers will place their order via the Starbucks company website, and a
Starbucks employee will deliver it to select office buildings. Seattle-based patrons will order on the
app, and it will be delivered by Postmates, a local startup.

DOMINO’S PIZZA
Domino’s Pizza customers can now order their pie with the
flick of the wrist and then follow its progress. All it takes is
smartwatch technology (Pebble or Android Wear) and the
Domino’s Tracker app. What’s more, hungry patrons can also
order through a voice-ordering app and Domino’s Samsung
Smart TV. It’s all part of the chain’s “AnyWare” campaign,
which promotes using technology to place orders on multiple
devices. It’s a huge market — the Ann Arbor, Mich.-based
company generates approximately 50 per cent of its U.S.
sales through its digital channels, according to Tim McIntyre,
VP of Communications.

PIZZA HUT
Pizza Hut customers will soon order dinner
through their car thanks to a new partnership
between Pizza Hut, Visa and Dublin, Irelandbased technology consulting film, Accenture.
Orders will be placed using voice-activated
technology, and they will be paid by Visa via
controls integrated into the connected car’s
dashboard. And, there’s more: the vehicle will
use Beacon technology (Bluetooth LTE) to alert Pizza Hut employees when a customer arrives on
location for pick-up. The Plano, Texas-based division of Pizza Hut’s parent company, Yum Brands,
plans to test the connected car in Northern California this spring, but no national roll-out date has
been announced. No news yet on what type or brand of car will be outfitted with the Yum gear.

DEALYZE
Orlando, Fla.-based Dealyze Inc. has launched a mobile
app, which allows restaurateurs (and other businesses)
to create personalized loyalty rewards programs.
Interested operators receive an in-store tablet and a custom-built loyalty-rewards program app within two weeks
of sending Dealyze a logo and branding assets. Then
a link to the app is emailed to customers who register
via the in-store tablet. At that point operators can create
unique digital “punch cards” rewarding customers for
visiting their location, while collecting data for personalized emails and texts offering daily specials and deals. The program is being piloted in 10 Cold
Stone Creamery locations in Florida and Puerto Rico, and 40 other businesses are purported to be
using Dealyze. Clients have reported seeing up to a 13-per-cent increase in revenue after adopting
the system, and they’ve noted a 10-per-cent boost in sales after sending a deal via email, says Bill
Baron, founder and CEO, Dealyze.
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Up &
ComerS
2015

FRESH FACES

OF FOODSERVICE

STORY BY BY BRIANNE BINELLI | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARGARET MULLIGAN

F&H shines the spotlight on eight of the Ontario Hostelry Institute’s Top 30 Under 30 award recipients. These
astute up-and-comers are smart, innovative freethinkers who are setting new standards across the industry, from
contributing to recipe development at Loblaw Companies Ltd. to leading the kitchen at Toronto’s Brassaii restaurant
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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CONSTANT
COMPETITOR
Benjamin Lillico
LANGDON HALL
COUNTRY HOUSE
HOTEL & SPA,
senior chef de partie
He’s only 21, but Benjamin Lillico has
been embracing his “sense of place” in
the kitchen, the garden and the world
for more than five years. His journey
began as a high-school student learning
about from-scratch cooking with local
ingredients from Michael Hodgson, executive chef at the Kitchener, Ont.-based
Charcoal Group. At the time, Lillico was
completing a culinary apprenticeship
through the Ontario Youth Apprenticeship
Program, earning high-school credits and
post-secondary education at Conestoga
college in Waterloo, Ont. Later, the
astute multitasker won gold provincially
and bronze nationally at the Chaîne des
Rôtisseurs junior black box competition while attending Niagara College in
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont. These days,
and for the past two years, he’s celebrating new victories at Cambridge, Ont.’s
renowned Langdon Hall Country House
Hotel & Spa — rising from roles such as
entremetier and saucier to senior chef
de partie. “[Ben] is polite, respectful
and professional, showing a heightened
focus,” says Jason Bangerter, executive
chef at Langdon Hall. “Many cooks walk
through the kitchen, and, out of 50, you
are lucky if one gets it. Ben gets it.” His
commitment is as solid as the gold and
silver medal wins he’s claimed on the
international stage as a member of Junior
Culinary Team Canada. Fresh off a fifthplace finish at the Boch Culinary World
Cup in Luxembourg last year, the toque
is preparing to compete at the Culinary
Olympics in Germany in 2016. “I can’t
wait to see what he does next,” says
Scott Baechler, Culinary Team Canada.
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Carolina Ventura
METRO TORONTO CONVENTION CENTRE,
assistant catering manager
The Metro Toronto Convention Centre (MTCC) is a beacon

CONNECTOR

connecting businesses in the city, not unlike Carolina
Ventura, who’s been climbing the corporate ladder and
serving as a connection to various departments at the
organization for the past four years. Upon graduating
from Centennial College’s Hospitality Management, Hotels
& Resorts program in 2011 — with two scholarships, one
for landing the highest GPA in her final year — Ventura
settled in as event coordinator at the convention centre.
Last year, she was promoted to the role of assistant
catering manager and was charged with developing and
implementing improved software, creating quarterly fiscal
forecasting reports, collaborating with various departments to execute contracts and more. She’s worked on
various events, including The Canadian International Auto
Show, the Gold Medal Plates Gala and the 100th Grey
Cup Festival. “Carolina has an insatiable desire to learn
and never refuses an opportunity to take on a task, support a colleague, learn a new process or teach a new
team member,” says Camille Allman, director, Catering,
speaking of the employee who has earned various MTCC
Gem Awards for going above the call of duty and supporting her community. “Carolina consistently shows a
can-do attitude and is regarded as a go-to person by
many people within our organization.”
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SWEET
DREAMER
Christine Fancy
DRAKE HOTEL PROPERTIES,
pastry chef
Christine Fancy’s future was set long before
she was tasked with crafting more than 500
fortune cookies in batches of three over a
series of days. In fact, she baked tourtière,
apple pie and Christmas cookies with her
mom as a child. But, Fancy honed her skills
in the Culinary Management program at
Humber College and has since worked at
well-regarded restaurants across Toronto,
including Colborne Lane, Origin and
Auberge du Pommier. The toque settled at
the trendy Drake One Fifty when it opened in
2013 and impressed management so much
that she’s since been named pastry chef of
Drake Hotel Properties. She’s responsible
for the dessert program at The Drake Hotel
in Toronto, The Drake Devonshire in Prince
Edward County, Ont. and the Drake One Fifty
restaurant in Toronto. Between managing
operations and staff at three restaurants, as
well as handling administrative and managerial duties, Fancy fills the menus with comfort
offerings. Imagine buckwheat butter tarts
with Earl Grey ice cream and apricot jam;
chocolate-banana cake with peanut butter,
caramelized bananas and bacon brittle;
and Baked Alaska with persimmon sorbet,
vanilla ice cream and sticky-toffee pudding
— a sweet Globe and Mail food writer Chris
Nuttall-Smith says nearly made him feel like
he had been transported to “another, better,
place.” She keeps her pulse on the industry,
driving the Drake dessert menus forward.
“Christine is constantly keeping current and
involved in the hospitality community as a
leader and mentor [who forecasts] trends
and industry demands within the Ontario
food scene,” says Alexandra Feswick, chef
de cuisine, The Drake Hotel.
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A CUT
ABOVE
Sarah Atzmueller
THE HEALTHY BUTCHER,
head butcher,
Queen Street location
Sarah Atzmueller has been getting to the meat of the matter for
the past four years. After spending four months working as a
cook at La Capriata Ristorante
in Bologna, Italy, as part of a
program offered by the renowned
ALMA International School of
Italian Cuisine in Colorno, Italy, the
George Brown culinary graduate
found her calling at The Healthy
Butcher in Toronto. She began as
an apprentice but quickly rose
through the ranks, taking initiatives
to create a smoother workflow
at the store after one year, rising to the role of understudy to
the butcher after two years and
becoming the Queen Street store’s
head butcher after three years. “Of
all the young apprentices we’ve
hired and trained, no one has
impressed me more,” says David
Meli, executive head butcher of
The Healthy Butcher. “Sarah has
the ability to motivate and train
her staff to run the Queen store
better than it has ever been run.”
Atzmueller butchers whole animals
and carcasses and merchandises
the meat while reducing labour
costs and working to increase
sales. She leads four butchers
and executes her responsibilities
with what Meli describes as a
strong work ethic, sound organization and passion. In fact,
Atzmueller recently travelled
to an organic pork farm to get
hands-on experience with wildboar hunting, proving her worth
in a male-dominated sector.
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HUNGRY
TO LEARN
Marcus Monteiro
BRASSAII, executive chef
Marcus Monteiro has eaten his way through 25 countries
and 100 cities; staged at four Michelin-star restaurants
(including The Fat Duck and Noma); cooked for actors
such as Sir Ben Kingsley, Michael Douglas and Jennifer
Aniston; and appeared on shows such as CTV’s Canada
AM, City’s Breakfast Television and NewsTalk 1010. The
executive chef at Toronto’s Brassaii café, restaurant and
lounge is serious about his craft, and it shows on the plate.
Since taking the helm in 2014, he’s been responsible for
creating seasonal menus, overseeing food costs and leading a team to execute his vision. The seasonal, regional
Mediterranean menu is complemented by in-house cheese
and meat programs. It includes dishes such as fresh ricotta gnocchi with hen of the woods, truffle, arugula and fresh
thyme ($26); a half rack of crispy ribs with potato purée,
Moroccan glaze and mint chutney ($17); and comfort nosh
such as chicken and waffles ($15). The Niagara College
Culinary Management graduate has already won praise
from Noma’s acclaimed chef René Redzepi in Denmark
for his juniper wood-smoked salt-cured pike with sloeberry
purée, pickled sloeberries and pea-so (like miso, but with
yellow peas) finished with a pine-infused, cold-clarified,
fish-fumet stew. And, he’s long won respect in Toronto, too.
Doug Neigel, executive chef, Mercatto Restaurant Group,
worked with Monteiro in 2013 after he returned from staging abroad. The veteran chef was impressed: “He managed the many challenges of running a restaurant kitchen
with tenacity,” Neigel says. “He has a sense of seeing the
whole restaurant as a business and [has] a strong desire
to learn more…. He has a constant and contagious affection for food.” So, it’s little surprise the 29-year-old toque
dreams of running multiple restaurants, with one or two in
different countries to feed his hunger for travel. Either way,
Monteiro’s goals are clear: “I eat to survive, I cook to live,”
he says.
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SOCIAL
BEE

Mary Catherine Wasilik
ROSEWOOD ESTATES WINERY,
customer experience coordinator
Mary Catherine Wasilik has evolved from her role as a student at Niagara
College in Ontario to that of an educator and advocate at Rosewood Estates
Winery in Beamsville, Ont., sharing her love of wine with employees, guests
and special event clients. What began as an internship in the vineyards and
an assistant winemaker position evolved into a customer experience opportunity — a department where Wasilik shone. “We’ve now had over 20 student
interns from various schools, and the whole team can agree that there’s been
no one quite like Mary Catherine,” says Krystina Roman, director of Sales and
Marketing at Rosewood Estates Winery. “We couldn’t let go of Mary Catherine;
she had such a positive impact on our guest experience, so she stayed on
after her internship and took on more responsibilities.” Last year, the graduate
of Niagara’s Winery & Viticulture Technician program was named the customer
experience coordinator and the Wine Club concierge. With a list of responsibilities that range from co-ordinating private events to developing, launching
and promoting a new wine club, creating monthly newsletters for customers,
ensuring employees are up to date with retail protocol, creating tasting menus,
attending off-site events and co-ordinating special events such as winery dinners and even weddings, Wasilik is spreading the buzz about Rosewood’s
picturesque setting, rich harvest and growing bee business.
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TOP 30 UNDER 30

RISING
STAR

Sophie Doria
LOBLAW COMPANIES LTD.,
President’s Choice test kitchen chef
Sophie Doria isn’t afraid to step outside her comfort zone.
Intent on fuelling her passion for cooking, six years ago
she waved goodbye to a successful career in commercial
real estate to jump into the culinary world full-time. The
York University Bachelor of Business Administration grad
signed up for the Culinary Management program at Toronto’s
Humber College, which she completed concurrently with the
Culinary Apprentice Program, and she hasn’t slowed down
since landing a local job placement at Auberge du Pommier.
Spurred by her professors, she’s represented the Canadian
Culinary Federation locally and abroad in competitions and
workshops (earning first- and second-place finishes along
the way). She was also part of a group of Humber students
invited to Ottawa’s Parliament Hill to cook for Prince William
and Kate, the Duchess of Cambridge, in 2011. Later that year,
the Humber President’s Medal recipient landed at Loblaw
Companies Ltd. as a PC test kitchen chef. She’s since been
part of the team that’s developed recipes such as bacon
cheddar naan grilled cheese, PC salted caramel ice-cream
and tomato-basil and three-cheese lasagna while also participating in media events, styling food for online videos and
representing the brand on Breakfast Television. “Many team
members, including senior management, often comment on
Sophie’s attitude and willingness to help with any request,”
says Kathlyne Ross, VP Product Development and Innovation,
Loblaw. “Sophie exemplifies what our industry is looking for in
young culinary professionals who are passionate, dedicated
and show great strength of ability.”
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ENQUIRING
MIND
Candace Rambert
FOOD INNOVATION & RESEARCH
STUDIO (FIRSt), GEORGE BROWN
COLLEGE (GBC), culinary technician
These days, restaurant chefs have earned near
rock-star status, but that certainly wasn’t what wooed
Candace Rambert to the job of culinary technician at the Food Innovation & Research Studio at
Toronto’s George Brown College in 2011. Instead the
toque — who conceived more than 100 recipes in
two years for the six pubs owned by Toronto’s Imago
Restaurants Inc. — was excited to put her analytical
skills to the test, leading students in creating recipes, developing product concepts and conducting
nutritional analysis. Combining the cooking styles
she learned at home in Trinidad and Tobago with
what she learned attending GBC and completing a
stage in Piacenza, Italy, the chef is now cultivating
business through innovations in food science. She’s
contributed to recipe development for Toronto High
School cafeterias (butterless butter chicken), people
living with Parkinson’s (Pina Colada cupcakes) and
fledgling start-ups looking to create a well-rounded
product (hibiscus tea). And, she’s influencing a new
breed of blossoming chefs along the way. “She
proactively demonstrates culinary techniques to
student researchers to ensure the level of quality performance is understood and reached,” says Winnie
Chiu, director, FIRSt. “She is extremely reliable and
takes pride in her job as a culinary professional, while
continuously advancing herself to learn about food
science and technology.”

THE REST OF THE BEST

They may not all be featured among these pages, but the Ontario Hostelry Institute’s remaining
Top 30 Under 30 innovators are making an impact in their corner of the foodservice and hospitality industry.
Bykova D’Sa externship & recruitment officer GEORGE BROWN COLLEGE Joshua Dyer chef de cuisine THE FAIRMONT ROYAL YORK, EPIC Julia Gilmore food tourism
product developer ONTARIO CULINARY TOURISM ALLIANCE Gracie Goad manager, F&B & Training THE DRAKE Rebecca Gordon student leader UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH
Brianne Hawley wine student liaison, Social Media CANADIAN FOOD & WINE INSTITUTE, NIAGARA COLLEGE Michaela Hewitt GM MILDRED’S TEMPLE KITCHEN Lee
Jackson GM OLIVER & BONACINI RESTAURANTS, LUMA Hayden Johnston chef de cuisine RICHMOND STATION Emma Kamp assistant GM BREAD BAR GUELPH,
PEARLE HOSPITALITY Marc Kanatkin manager IMAGO RESTAURANTS INC. Yiannis Kokolakis in-room dining and stewarding manager FOUR SEASONS HOTEL TORONTO
Kristin Leiska senior marketing manager TORTOISE RESTAURANT GROUP INC. Semion Merzon franchise owner AROMA ESPRESSO BAR Emily Newton-Przulj
executive meeting manager THE FAIRMONT ROYAL YORK Garrett O’Kane GM OLIVER & BONACINI EVENTS, TORONTO REGION BOARD OF TRADE Sarah Russell meeting
and event manager THE WESTIN HARBOUR CASTLE Michelle Siman new product innovation specialist TIM HORTONS Jay Thomsen executive GM CHASE HOSPITALITY
GROUP Mark Tsujimoto assistant guest-services manager PARK HYATT TORONTO Audrius Valiulis account manager APETITO CANADA Nikki Weiler co-owner and
manager JANET LYNN’S BISTRO
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COLLEGE OF TRADES

A WORLD OF
OPPORTUNITY

NW: Many skilled trades

Find out how the College of Trades impacts the industry

T

the Transitional Board
of Governors and The
Appointments Council
for the newly established
Ontario College of Trades,
he’s spreading the word
about The College of
Trades and its governance
opportunities. He recently
shared his insights in the
Q&A that follows.
F&H : What is the
College of Trades, and
what’s its purpose?

NORMAN WOLFSON:
The Ontario College of
Trades was established in
2009 by the province as a
regulatory body conceived
to modernize the province’s apprenticeship and
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skilled trades system. It’s a
self-governing college —
not unlike teacher’s, doctor’s and nurse’s colleges
in Ontario — designed to
act as an industry-driven
champion for the trades
in Ontario. It belongs to
its members, allows for all
tradespeople and employers’ voices to be heard and
is designed to protect the
public interest. The college establishes the scope
of practice and creates
policies and procedures
for the trades.
F&H : What is the
difference between
a voluntary and
compulsory trade?

F&H : Why is it
important for those
in the voluntary
trades to join the
College of Trades?
NW: The Ontario

College of Trades promotes careers in the
skilled trades, ensures
the apprenticeship and
skilled trades system in
Ontario aligns with the
needs of the economy
and gives the industry
a greater role in governance, certification and
apprenticeship training
instead of government
making decisions for the
trades. It provides a complaints, investigation and
discipline process that

protects the public
and has a public register, so the public and
employers know who
is qualified and able to
work as a journeyperson. I believe this gives
employers and tradespeople in Ontario a
competitive advantage.
F&H : How can someone get involved in
the governance of The
College of Trades?
NW: There are three

distinct platforms where
members of specific
trades can participate. A
member of the chef/cook
or baker/pâtissier trade
can directly impact the
administration of related
apprenticeship programs
by joining a Trade Board
and providing industry
insight to the college’s
Service Divisional Board
and Board of Governors.
Each Board is made up
of an equal number of
employee and employer
representatives. If you
are a certified chef, cook,
baker, pâtissier — meaning you possess a valid
C of Q — or an employer, you can apply to various levels of the college’s
governance, including
chef/cook or baker/
pâtissier Trade Boards,
the Service Divisional
Board or the Board of
Governors. l
Visit The Ontario
College of Trades at collegeoftrades.ca, and find
out about participating in
the governance structure
of the Ontario College of
Trades at appointments.
council@ontario.ca.
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he foodservice industry
is crowded
with chefs,
cooks and
bakers passionate about
their craft — you’d have
to be to work 14-hour
days. But that leaves little
time for other parts of
the job, such as learning
about organizations created to feed the sustainability of the business.
That’s where Norman
Wolfson, partner at
Toronto-based Lecours
Wolfson, recruiters for
the hospitality industry,
comes in. Appointed
by the Government
of Ontario in 2010 to

have been designated as
compulsory, such as electricians or plumbers. To
practise in these trades,
an individual must be a
licensed journeyperson
with a valid Certificate of
Qualification (C of Q),
have a provisional C of Q
or be a registered apprentice with the Ministry of
Training, Colleges and
Universities. Anyone
practising a compulsory
trade in Ontario must
be a member in good
standing with the Ontario
College of Trades. The
majority of the trades
that fall under the
Ontario College of Trades
and Apprenticeship Act
are voluntary, which
means certification is
offered, but it is not a
legal requirement to practise in that trade. Cook,
assistant cook, chef, baker
and baker-pâtissier are all
voluntary trades.

RESTAURANT UPDATE

VANCOUVER
RESTAURANT BUZZ
F&H highlights a handful of notable restaurant openings in and around the city BY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER

Bauhaus Restaurant
1 WEST CORDOVA ST.

AnnaLena

PHOTOS: SUGAR’S PHOTOGRAPHY [BAUHAUS]

1809 WEST 1ST AVE.

Superstition didn’t deter chef Michael
Robbins from opening AnnaLena
on Friday the 13th in March. The
65-seat eatery, named after his two
grandmothers, features a whimsical design by the chef, played out in
avant-garde art and Lego accoutrements. He joined forces with former
Oakwood Canadian Bistro colleague
Jeff Parr, GM, to cultivate a dining
experience that’s influenced by the
cultures and flavour profiles represented in Canada. Small plates such
as oysters topped with shaved foie
gras, compressed apple and jalapeño mignonette ($7) make way for
heartier dishes such as lamb roulade
with house-made ricotta, olivebrined spinach and gnocchi lamb jus
($24), and desserts such as ice cream
topped with walnut crumble, toasted
sesame, rhubarb gel and feuilletine
leather ($7). A brunch menu is also
in the works.
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

Uwe Boll, director and producer, (House of the
Dead) was disappointed by the absence of German
cuisine in Vancouver, so this spring he launched
the 120-seat Bauhaus Restaurant in Gastown. Chef
Stefan Hartmann — who worked at Michelinstarred Vau in Berlin and Maximin in Vence, France,
before opening Hartmanns in Berlin in 2007 — is
leading the kitchen, offering German dishes such
as cheese spätzle and romaine heart salad as well as
frikadellen (seasoned pan-fried meat dumplings,
potato espuma, golden-roasted brussels sprouts,
spicy mustard and fresh parsley). The restaurant
is designed with an open-concept kitchen, chef ’s
table, private dining room for up to 10 guests, wine
room and patio inside the historic Boulder building. In addition to keeping the original terrazzo
flooring, interior designer Andrea Greenway added
American walnut millwork,
plus elements
of leather and
suede to pay
homage to the
history of the
structure.
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La Taqueria
Pinche Taco Shop
1305 WELCH ST.

Chihuahua’s Mexican Grill
515 SEYMOUR ST.

One hundred-per-cent Blue Agave, served with a palate-cleansing blend of cilantro, jalapeño
and pineapple followed by a chaser of citrus and chilies, is proof tequila has evolved beyond
the frat house. It also proves the team at Chihuahua’s Mexican Grill is serious about its tequila.
The 30-seat restaurant by Cambie Malone’s Group, which owns the Malone’s Social Lounge and
Taphouse next door, is home to various tequilas and tasting flights with samples of the spirit’s
blanco (white), reposado (rested) and añejo (aged) varieties, among others. Designed in-house,
the salon-style accoutrements and exposed brick sets the scene for executive chef Peter Chun’s
menu, which includes tacos and burritos such as the Ropa Vieja, topped with shredded beef,
refried pinto beans, cilantro rice and salsa verde ($9).

Marcelo Ramirez Romero aimed to
bring Mexico City to Vancouver with
the opening of La Taqueria Pinche.
The chef ’s taco shop is accented by
designs from Campos Leckie Studio,
with bare light bulbs, plastic laminate
counters and menus hand-painted
onto white tile to complete the dining experience. Authentic tacos and
quesadillas on offer include De
Cachete, a braised-beef cheek taco
or carnitas stuffed with pork confit
with pickled red onions ($2.75 each).
Veggie options include dishes such as

Kin Kao Thai Kitchen
903 COMMERCIAL DR.
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De Picadillo, topped with sautéed
ground tofu ($2.25). Customers sip
traditional sweet horchata ricewater, flavoured with cinnamon and
Mexican spices. Meanwhile, a commissary kitchen attached to the taco
shop will soon churn out handmade,
gluten-free tortillas made from
Nixtamal (corn) dough sourced from
Culiacán, Mexico.
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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Comfort food from the 25-seat Kin Kao Thai Kitchen
has warmed up the nondescript strip mall in which
it resides. Bangkok native Tang Phoonchai (pictured)
teamed with his wife, Min, and Terrence Feng to
offer a menu of crave-worthy dishes reminiscent of
his childhood. Starters such as deep-fried sour-cured
pork ribs with cooked rice, kosher salt and garlic ($7)
complement mains such as the signature Phat Thai,
served with a choice of chicken or prawns as well as
tofu, rice noodles and bean sprouts ($11). The simple
theme is played out by local design firm Scott and Scott
Architects, who installed a Douglas fir plywood bar
washed with blue paint and soaped beech tables and
chairs, which are bathed by the natural light shining
through expansive windows.

RESTAURANT UPDATE

Mosquito
32 WATER ST.

“Eat dessert first” is the motto at
Mosquito. Owners Alice Wu and
Johan Friedrich have built an intimate 42-seat lounge for the afterdinner crowd to linger and dine on
sweets and Champagne cocktails.
Pastry chef Julianne Hansen concocts creative offerings such as a
Matcha Green Tea Opera Yuzu
Cremeux, featuring coconut matcha
mousse, candied citrus zest, coconut and pandan-leaf sorbet ($12),
macarons, as well as a combination
of sweet and savoury options, such
as truffle oil and parmesan popcorn
($6). Local studio Ste. Marie Art +
Design has ramped up the ambiance with sophisticated elements of
walnut, brass, concrete and glassaccented tables and banquettes,
which contrast with playful neon
lights and funky sculptures.

FATBURGER
Canada’s Premier Burger Brand

NO HEAT NEEDED
HOT UP TO 6 HOURS

FLAME FREE™
THERMO-URN™
If you’re looking to own a successful business franchise in
partnership with a company that is experiencing significant
growth, Fatburger may be the premium quick casual choice
for you. Prime ownership opportunities are now available
across Canada. We provide:
Highly Recognized Trademarked Brand
Extensive Initial Training
Ongoing Operation & Training Support
Marketing/Advertising Support
Excellent Return on Investment Capital
For more information contact us at
1-888-597-7272 or franchise@fatburgercanada.com
www.fatburgercanada.com
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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RESTAURANT UPDATE

Olo
509 FISGARD ST.,
VICTORIA

Prado Café
100 WEST HASTINGS ST.

Four-time Canadian Barista Champion Sammy Piccolo has expanded
his Prado Café concept on Commercial Drive to Gastown. Piccolo originally partnered with his family’s coffee company, 49th Parallel Coffee
Roasters, in Burnaby, B.C., to offer guests ethical beans, and he created a
construction company to build and design new locations. The new café
opened in March, offering various caffeinated beverages such as fresh
drip coffee and flat whites complemented by a selection of homemade
baked goods, organic, gluten-free items and grilled sandwiches. Graband-go options include grilled cheese on sourdough, and prosciutto
with manchego, caramelized onion jam and arugula on a ciabatta. The
20-seat location includes a homey fireplace and opaque glass globes for
lighting. A third unit is expected to open this fall.

COMING IN
JUNE 2015
THE TOP 100 REPORT
+ ARTISANAL CHEESES
+ BEVERAGE DISPENSERS
+ COCKTAILS
+ HOME-MEAL REPLACEMENT
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Chef Brad Holmes
and his business
partner, chef Kris
Barnholden, rev up
the appetite for farmto-table cuisine at Olo
with fresh fish, local
meats and produce, complemented by a wine list of small-batch
producers. Named for the word “hungry” in Chinook Jargon (a
pidgin language prevalent in B.C. in the 1800s/1900s), the 40-seat
restaurant’s farmhouse-inspired design (by Barnholden) features
exposed beams, cedar-clad walls and wheat grass sprouting in the
dining room. Snacks such as Ireland Farms’ crispy chicken lettuce
wraps ($3.50) make way for mains such as Alder-smoked salmon
served with radish, sorrel yogurt, crispy skin and buckwheat
bannock ($14) and Parry Bay Farm lamb carpaccio with braised
gem lettuce, cauliflower, mustard and wheat grass ($14). Head
barman Shawn Soole’s imaginative cocktail program includes
specialties such as the Please Sir, I want S’more, featuring cocoa
nib-infused brandy, Frangelico, marshmallow liqueur, lemon
and egg white ($12).

Prohibition
801 WEST GEORGIA ST.

The Roaring Twenties are back at Prohibition
— Vancouver’s $3.5-million vaulted cocktail
bar located below the elegant Rosewood Hotel
Georgia. Owned by Vancouver’s Delta Land
Development, the 151-seat establishment features sleek interiors by Toronto’s Munge Leung
with ceilings clad in macassar ebony, a black
stone bar and a custom-designed glass-andmetal chandelier. Bartender Brad Stanton’s
collection of custom craft cocktails range from
the traditional Prohibition Cocktail, featuring
Dorothy Parker gin, Cocchi Americano, Abricot
du Roussillon, fresh orange, lemon zest ($14) to
bolder concoctions such as The Malahat, featuring coconut-oil “washed” Cuban rum, Gosling’s,
orange muscat, bitters and allspice ($14). Guests
can also have the Absinthe Experience ($35 per
person) — a personal fountain for the table that
dispenses the spirit over a sugar cube and into
the glass. Executive chef Ken Nakano’s menu features
snacks such as Smoked Duck Poutine ($16)
0112015_FoodService&HospitalityMagAdfinalREVISED.pdf
and Belgian Truffled Pâté ($15).
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RESTAURANT UPDATE

Soft Peaks
25 ALEXANDER ST.

MOTT 32 Hong Kong’s Maximal Concepts
will serve modern Chinese cuisine at the
upcoming restaurant at the Trump International
Hotel and Tower Vancouver. It opens at 1151
West Georgia St. next year.

GIARDINO Chef Umberto Menghi is reviving
Vancouver’s long-running Il Giardino at 1328
Hornby St. with a focus on Tuscan cuisine.
Seasonality will dictate the menu, which will
feature seafood salads and grains in the summer and game meats and ragu dishes in the
winter. It opens in mid-May.
Chef David Hawksworth is set to open a casual,
family style eatery inside the upcoming MNP

TOWER later this year. The Munge Leungdesigned restaurant will feature 120 seats.

MORE NEW FAVOURITES Wishes + Luck,
Bao Down, Gyoza Bar + Ramen, Tractor Foods,
The Ramen Butcher, Hi-Five and Pepper Lunch

PHOTO: PAMELA SAUNDERS [SOFT PEAKS INTERIOR]

Soft Peaks Ice Cream is the only
place to get organic milk soft-serve
ice cream in Vancouver. Brothers
Dan and Ken Kim left careers in
finance and forestry to launch
their eatery inside the historic
B.C. Market Company Building in
Gastown. The sweet treat, made inhouse, is created with fresh, lightly
sweetened Avalon Organic milk
churned to a rich soft-serve consistency and topped with premium
ingredients such as Fraser Valley
honeycomb and organic maple
syrup with Himalayan pink salt.
Prices range from $4 to $6.75. The
1,000-sq.-ft., two-level space features 15 seats and interior design by
local firm Māk Interiors, with white
subway tiles, natural woods and
polished concrete, plus a wall installation of vintage milk caps.

ON THE RADAR

POURING FOR PROFITS

BOTTOMS UP

A beverage program deserves as much care and attention as a gourmet food menu
BY JENNIFER FEBBRARO

PHOTO: DREAMSTIME.COM

I

t needs only a good bottle of wine for a
roast chicken to be transformed into a
banquet,” wrote Gerald Asher in his epic
tome, The Pleasures of Wine. The veteran
wine editor of the well-respected Gourmet
magazine knew the savoury magic of an
inspired food-and-drink pairing. Now more
foodservice operators are investing in a
strategic and rotating, seasonal beverage program, which deserves the spotlight as much
as a culinary menu.
Evan Baulch, GM and sommelier at
Toronto’s Auberge du Pommier, says an
inspired beverage program remains a priority despite the fact that 70 per cent of his
restaurant’s profits come from food sales. “It’s
critical, especially for high-end restaurants,”
he explains. “Right now, for example, we are
introducing customers to interesting wines
from south west of Bordeaux, France — the
Madiran wines in particular.” A bottle of
2009 Madiran, Château Tour Bouscassé runs
approximately $65 whereas a 1999 Madiran,
Château Montus is listed at $175.
Baulch says customers are most responsive to new flavours if they are introduced to
them by a knowledgeable server or by a special-offer tasting menu. In addition to these
promotional tactics, Auberge du Pommier’s
featured cocktail list changes every three
months as favourites come and go.

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

LISTED
Check out drink trends popping
up on menus across the country.
WINE: Sparkling wines and rosé vintages are
gaining acceptance. “We have over 30 wine
producers in Ontario alone, and most of them
produce sparkling [wine] using the traditional
method with mostly Chardonnays or Pinot
Noirs,” says Magdalena Kaiser-Smit, PR
director of Marketing and Tourism for the
Ontario Wine Council. “It’s a common misconception that these can’t be paired with
entrées on a menu.”
BEER: Local and international obscure
choices with solid reputations are always
fan favourites. New Brunswick’s Tide & Boar
Gastropub features Fredericton’s Picaroons
Best Bitter ($8/500 ml) and Shawinigan, Que.’s
Trou du Diable La Buteuse ($13.50/600 ml).
SPIRITS: The Green Fairy is winning favour.
“For a while it was bourbons, but now we
are seeing a move to absinthe,” says Chris
Hooper, manager and head bartender at
Tide & Boar Gastropub. Hooper sources
La Courailleuse absinthe from Fils du Roy,
a New Brunswick distillery, which began
producing the alcohol after the ban on it was
lifted in 2010.

Adrian Caravello, program coordinator of
George Brown’s Centre for Hospitality and
Culinary Arts in Toronto, sees value in an
evolving wine menu. In fact, he often assigns
students the task of designing a beverage
program that complements a food menu. “It’s
really important for operators to showcase a
developed beverage program,” says Caravello.
“To the guest, it’s magic that the food selection and accompanying drinks taste so
amazing together, but the sommelier, server
or beverage director’s job is to achieve that
experience intentionally with every meal.”
Caravello sees great examples of pairings regularly at the Toronto-based Martini
Club International where specialty dinners
are frequently on offer. A classic pairing
is its Ontario-raised beef tenderloin with
roast jewel potatoes, cauliflower purée, King
Oyster mushroom and red wine jus ($35)
paired with a Belvedere Vodka shaken with
fresh tomato water, red wine syrup and a
hint of spice, garnished with a salted cherry
tomato ($13). The wine echoes the flavours
of the dish.
But, when it comes to calculating beverage list profit margins, it can be a complicated equation, which varies from venue
to venue. Caravello advises operators to
consider clientele (and what they are willing
to pay for an alcoholic beverage), location,
FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY MAY 2015
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SPRING FLAVOURS Canoe’s
Rhubarb Smash blends bourbon,
rhubarb, basil and lime

rent, operating costs, cost of linens — even
the lighting. “These things drive up the price
point of your beverages and guest expectations,” he explains.
On average, Caravello notes that beer is

our real tea mission

normally priced approximately 24 to 28 per
cent higher than the retail price, wine should
be approximately 29 to 32 per cent higher,
while liquor should be priced approximately
14 to 18 per cent above retail.

That said, the profitability of a successful
beverage program may not always be on par
with the food program. “Some restaurants
make 60 per cent of their business with
food and only 40 per cent with alcohol sales,
whereas some are the reverse,” says Caravello.
“However, the target profit of any restaurant
should be 10 per cent of total sales — after
all expenses have been paid.”
Chris Hooper, manager and head bartender at New Brunswick’s award-winning Tide &
Boar Gastropub, says it’s important for a beverage program to reflect alcohol trends (see
“Listed” on p. 39). Consumers are also drawn
to high-end restaurants, bars and pubs that
produce homemade bitters or other ingredients. For example, rather than use chocolateinfused vodka for a recent chili chocolatini
($11) cocktail, Tide & Boar bartenders created in-house aromatics by reducing the oils
directly from quality chocolate and combining them with jalapeño peppers. The gastropub’s bartenders squeeze their own juices
and create their bitters, making cocktails a
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teapigs uses only the very best quality whole leaf teas, whole berries, whole herbs - not the dusty stuff you’ll find in normal
paper teabags. The teas come in their special biodegradable tea temples - a roomy mesh bag that gives the leaves plenty
of room to infuse.
teapigs allows you to:
differentiate from the competition (no other bagged or
temple tea in Canada can compare)
offer top quality loose tea in self-service areas
control portions, control quality
special
save on time - no need for measuring, straining or excess teaware
biodegradable

teapigs are on a mission to get the nation drinking real tea
again. Co-founder Louise has been a tea taster for over 10
years and has travelled the world sourcing and drinking all
kinds of teas.

The result is a range of the best whole leaf teas and infusions
you’ll find - real tea, not the dusty stuff you’ll find in regular
teabags. Oh, and the teas have won 13 great taste awards too
- our moms are very proud.

For more information or to place an order please
contact your local JL International representative.

tea temples

POURING FOR PROFITS

pricier but valuable option. “People gravitate
to the beverage menu,” Hooper insists. “They
appreciate that everything is home-made.”
“Customers are more open-minded
than ever,” says Billy Woon, sommelier at
Toronto’s Canoe Restaurant + Bar. “And
preferences in wine especially have changed
tremendously,” he says. “My bestseller at
the moment is a Cabernet Sauvignon from
Navarra, Spain.” The 2012 Bodegas Nekeas
Vega Sindoa Cabernet Sauvignon from
Navarra is listed at $20 per glass or $80
per bottle.
And, while that
wine is popular at
Canoe, a fine-dining
gem, Caravello reiterates how important it
is to avoid randomly
selecting high-end,
expensive wines,
which don’t match the
price point of complementary food menus.
“If I’m running a
tapas restaurant and
FRESH
dishes go for around
The Martini Club’s
Crystal drink combines seven or eight dollars,
white sangria and
I can’t have the cheapgrape-infused vodka
est bottle of wine
begin at $75,” he laughs. “Otherwise there’s a
big disconnect for the customer.”
Restaurateurs also need to beware of
information overload when it comes to presenting customers with new beverage items.
“A wine list doesn’t need to be a booklet
with hundreds and hundreds of choices,”
insists Magdalena Kaiser-Smit, PR director
of Marketing and Tourism for the Ontario
Wine Council. “I recommend smaller restaurants list around 60 to 80 wines or [employ]
a good by-the-glass program, which features
new wines each night.”
However, experimenting with purchasing
new wines or liquor can be tricky, especially
given the cost. To begin, every operation
should have a par stock (the amount of
alcohol needed to operate successfully). “If I
know I will go through four bottles of vodka
on a Saturday night,” says Caravello, “then I
should have five bottles of vodka in stock.”
Moreover, when launching a cocktail with
a newly purchased bottle, begin with two
bottles. “This is especially important if cash
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

flow is low,” explains Caravello. “You don’t
want to lock your cash into new bottles,
which end up taking up space in your stock
room if your cocktail isn’t as successful as
you’d hoped.”
But that doesn’t mean it’s not worth taking the gamble on a new, maybe even risky,
cocktail choice. Well-educated staff can help

seduce the customer into trying something
new, especially if they have tried it themselves. “Whenever I add a wine to the list, I’m
always excited to open a bottle for the team
during our staff briefing to get their opinion,”
says Canoe’s Woon. “If they like it, they will
experiment with it and encourage our guests
to try it. It’s a win-win.” l
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STOELTING
AVERTS BUDGET CRISIS
(WITH LOWEST TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP)

AN OPERATING COST SO LOW IT PREVENTS LOOMING FISCAL DISASTERS.
Talk to someone who’s switched to Stoelting. You’ll hear how our set-it-and-forget-it operation,
easy-to-clean parts and a 5-year warranty help owners usher in a new era of prudent ﬁscal policy.
Just further proof that life is better when you outperform every day.

stoeltingfoodservice.com

EQUIPMENT

GO WITH
THE
FLOW

Foodservice operators are
exploring new equipment
and soft-serve offerings as
trends evolve

PHOTOS: STOELTING [UNDER CONTROL & TOP IMAGES]

BY DENISE DEVEAU

UNDER CONTROL Stoelting’s
touchpad control records estimated
serve amounts, cleaning history,
power consumption and more

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

T

he soft-serve market has
weathered many seasons
of change, but when one
trend wanes, another is ready to
take its place.
Last year frozen yogurt was
driving business, but the market
has slowed dramatically, says
Paul LeClerc, sales manager for
Serve Canada, a Toronto-based
distributor, which represents
Kiel, Wis.-based Stoelting, among
others. “There have been a lot
of fatalities on the frozen yogurt
operator side, and [there’s] a lot
of used equipment on the market
now. [But] manufacturers are
finding new opportunities for
soft-serve.” He adds: “Equipment
is getting slicker and more compact, [with] Wi-Fi and cellular
communications capabilities.”
This year interest in gelatomaking equipment is on the rise.
“More and more [consumers]
are looking for a quality experience. People love the artisanal
aspect of gelato, and it’s healthier
than ice cream, because it has
less fat,” says Jesse Friedland,

sales and operations manager for
Cool King Refrigeration Ltd. in
Mississauga, Ont.
Aleks Mijailovic, co-owner
of Heart - House of Sweets in
Toronto, is cashing in on the
gelato trend. He has been working with the Bologna, Italy-based
Carpigiani brand since opening
on Victoria Day 2014. The café
features 36 gelato flavours daily
(except when the selection is
reduced during the winter).
Production is handled by
an LB RTX water-cooled batch
freezer and a Pastomaster RTX
pasteurizer, which have a combined cost of approximately
$60,000. Water-cooled units
tend to be heavier and more
complicated to set up, since they
need to be hooked up to plumbing. However, they cool more
efficiently and run much quieter
than air-cooled systems, which
include a fan and require more
space, Mijailovic explains.
A favourite feature on
Mijailovic’s RTX machines is a
serial port, which allows him

COOL POSSIBILITIES
Carpigiani’s FantaStick is a
blast freezer, which can also
be used to create gelato and
sorbet on a stick
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to download data about performance. “That’s a really good
recording feature, and it’s handy
for meeting health and safety
food requirements. I just plug
it in and get information for
reports,” he says.
Another new entrant to the
soft-serve category is Soft Peaks
in Vancouver’s Gastown district. The team has been serving
organic, pure milk, soft-serve
ice cream since opening to rave
reviews in January. “We had up
to 100 people waiting outside
on the first day,” says Dan Kim,
co-owner. “Demand was so high
we weren’t getting the right texture, because it was too much ice
cream at once.”
It took three days to realize
the C706 machine from Rockton,
Ill.-based Taylor wasn’t enough
to meet demand; the shop own-

ers quickly ordered a second
unit. The small-format, singlehandle countertop machines cost
approximately $18,000 apiece.
Each unit can produce 60 to 70
servings an hour at maximum
speed. Since it was a big initial
investment, Kim gave the supplier a $700 deposit and was given a
machine on loan until his equipment arrived. He chose a watercooled model, largely because of
space restrictions and the fact
that the fan on an air-cooled unit
tends to generate heat. “Making
the store hot wouldn’t be good,”
he notes.
While Cool King’s Friedland
admits Canada’s long winters
make it a difficult market to sell
soft-serve, operators outside the
specialty category are exploring
compact, low-cost machines.
“We’re seeing a lot more non-

SUPPLYSIDE INNOVATIONS
The new low-volume, countertop SOFTYBAR from Bologna,
Italy-based Carpigiani is ideal for use at coffee bars, kiosks
and quick-service establishments. It produces creamy softserve ice cream, gelato, frozen yogurt and sorbet in a compact machine, which is easy to clean and maintain. It retails
for approximately US$10,000.
Carpigiani is addressing a growing demand for ice-cream bars.
The MASTERSTICK SOFTSERVE SYSTEM features a
hose and dispensing gun for filling silicone moulds
in the FantaStick blast freezer, which freezes up to
48 gelato bars in 30 minutes
(and can be used for other items, too). Combined,
the units retail for approximately US$49,000.
East Moline, Ill.-based ELECTRO FREEZE SWEET CHOICE
44RMTFB is an integrated frozen-dessert machine, which
produces nine soft-serve ice cream or gelato variations from
a single barrel. Unlike systems where flavours are “twisted”
together, this product fully incorporates them into the softserve product. The smaller footprint makes it ideal for use
in quick-service restaurants. The suggested list price is
US$30,000.

Tetley® Cold Tea
Offer Your Customers Cold Drinks
with Real Tetley Tea!

The tea experts at Tetley continue to brew up new and exciting
ways for Canadians to enjoy their favourite tea brand.* Their latest
tea innovation? Tetley Cold Tea!
Enjoy Tetley Tea Infusions
Made from premium white Tetley tea
No artificial flavours or colours
Real sugar; No high fructose corn syrup
Simple and easy to understand ingredients
Refreshing and delicious taste
Enjoy Tetley Craft Brewed Iced Tea
Made with real Tetley tea
Easy to execute, just brew as you would coffee
Extremely profitable - just pennies per cup!
Versatile and trendy product - cold tea consumption
in Canada is on the rise, and words such as “healthy” and
“hand-crafted” are gaining popularity with consumers
*Source: Nielsen Homescan,
52 weeks to September 20, 2014

For more information or to place an order contact your local JL International representative.
21 East Wilmot Street, Unit 2 Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1A3 | T. 905.763.2929 F. 905.763.2931 | info@jlinternational.ca | www.jlinternational.ca
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EQUIPMENT

traditional venues like coffee
shops and pop-up stores interested in buying smaller machines
to expand their menus,” he says.
“A small countertop, single-serve
machine for a low-volume operation can cost as little as $5,000.
Some people buy these to run
pilot programs to gauge response
to offerings such as coke floats or
other treats.”
Menu innovations may be on
the rise, but soft-serve has always
been a mainstay in QSR circles
for staples such as shakes and
sundaes. Hero Certified Burgers
in Toronto has been riding the
soft-serve wave for more than
four years, says Carlo Lucia,
director of Operations. The company invested in Taylor equipment after realizing soft-serve
provided better consistency; plus
it was more labour-intensive to

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

scoop hard ice-cream for milkshakes and sundaes.
There is now a C707 singleflavour machine in each of the
chain’s 59 outlets (at approximately $14,000 per unit, including the add-on spindle unit for
milkshakes) as well as a unit in
its training centre where new
staff are given at least an hour
of hands-on instruction. One
lesson is on the importance of
cleaning units regularly. “It can
affect performance. Temperature
control is also key in ensuring ice
cream doesn’t freeze too much,”
Lucia says.
Regular maintenance, including lubricating and replacing
parts, also ensures quality and
consistency. “Like any piece of
equipment, gaskets and blades
need to be replaced quarterly,”
Lucia says. “You need to follow

the maintenance schedule your
provider recommends.”
Friedland advises machines
be given a routine maintenance
check every six months by an
equipment professional. “A lot of
people neglect that,” he notes.
What people don’t neglect
is their budget. Whether it’s a
single-machine operation with
limited space, a restaurant chain,
or a café looking to grow revenues, meeting budget is typically the first consideration and
space is the second consideration
that factors into equipment purchasing decisions, Friedland says.
Given the upfront expense, many
operators opt for leasing contracts with a buyout option. This
way they can purchase a unit after
a year or return it. There is also
used production equipment available, but Friedland cautions buyers

Stoelting F231

to check warranty coverage.
In a shifting market, extra
options are key to building a
sound, profitable business. As
Friedland notes, “Offering more
than one [product] at a time is a
great way to enhance your customer experience.” l
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RESTAURANTS CANADA SHOW PRODUCTS

NEW AND NOTABLE

The Restaurants Canada Show served as a launching pad for several innovations in food and equipment.
Here’s a smattering of the latest goods
BY HELEN CATELLIER

TURN UP THE HEAT
The Mirage Buffet
Induction Warmers integrate seamlessly with any
serving set-up to elevate
the appeal of buffetware and food. Features
include precise temperature control, inter-connectivity of up to three
units, low-wattage power
use, touch control with
four power settings and
LED lights.
The Vollrath Co., LLC

RAISING THE BAR
The new chocolate-coated fresh cheese snacks
from Dairylicious come
with a choice of three
cheese fillings — vanilla,
chocolate and strawberry.
The 40-gram bars are
gluten-free, peanut-free,
low in calories and are
a source of calcium and
protein. Freeze them and
defrost before serving.
Dairylicious Products Inc.

USE YOUR NOODLE
NuPasta is a low-calorie,
high-fibre, no-starch
pasta made with konjac
flour; the roots of the
konjac plant are dried,
milled into a powder
and formed into any
shaped pasta, including
angel hair, fettuccine
and spaghetti. Also
available in organic,
gluten-free varieties.
NuPasta Inc.

A TASTE OF WHIMSY
The newest additions to
PreGel’s Gelato, Sorbetto,
Ice Cream and Soft Serve
lines serve up nostalgia
and seasonality, including
the Popcorn Super Sprint
flavour, which captures
the buttery taste of sweet
corn kernels. Pavoni
Frozen Pop Kit silicone
moulds are also available
in various shapes.
PreGel Canada

10-4
Motorola’s CLP Two-Way
Radio keeps teams connected, allowing them to
communicate discreetly
and enhance customer
service. The oversized
push-to-talk button
is easy to access and a
Smart Status Glow light
indicates channel, transmit and receive as well as
battery status.
Lenbrook

TAKE A LOAD OFF
Crafted with 100-percent real cork from
Portugal, the new Higher
Ground stool resembles
a Champagne cork stopper and can be imprinted
with custom logos.
Available in three sizes,
it can be used as a side
table with a glass top, a
stool in a covered area or
as a design element.
Higher Ground
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ON THE ROCKS
Tetley’s new Craft Brewed
Iced Tea, made with
real Tetley tea, is available in five flavours —
Mango Black, Raspberry
Herbal, Tropical Black,
Pomegranate Green and
Traditional Black. Serve
as is or with added sugar
for those who like their
iced tea sweet.
JL International

MIX IT UP
The new Power Pro
Giraffe immersion blender has a 100-gallon mixing capacity, a titaniumplated cutter blade and
mixes at various speeds.
Made of stainless steel, its
locking casters and tilting
mechanism make it easy
to transport, secure and
convenient to store.
Dynamic Co.

THE NEXT
GENERATION
Oracle’s Micros
Workstation 6 POS terminal works in concert
with mobile, cloud and
social media to deliver
consistent, integrated
content across multiple
platforms. It disseminates
digital content, such as
training videos, guest
recommendations and
special promotions.
Oracle

FORM & FUNCTION
The Artesano Original
collection by Villeroy
& Boch is inspired by
the classic art of toolmaking. The selection
includes flat plates,
platters, mugs, pitchers
and creamers as well as
unique wood accents.
Tableware Solutions
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MARKETPLACE

PRODUCT SHOWCASE
YOU JUST
PROVED
PRODUCT
SHOWCASE
ADVERTISING
WORKS.

For more information on how to advertise in Foodservice and
Hospitality’s
Marketplace
section,
contact
Arctic_MP_Layout
1 2014-03-07
11:08
AM Cheryll
Page 1 San Juan at
(416) 447-0888 ext. 240 or email csanjuan@kostuchmedia.com

Refrigeration
& Cooking
Equipment
est. 1945

• AFFORDABLE
• PRODUCTION
INCLUDED
• RESULTS

CALL
NOW!

• 24 Month, 0%
Financing (oac)
• Try Before You
Buy Rentals
• Demonstrators Available
• Trade Show Rentals

Coolers • Freezers • Dishwashers • Ice Makers
Ovens • Fryers • And More
401 Victoria Ave. N. Hamilton, Ontario L8L 5G7
Toll free: 1-866-528-8528 Local: 905-528-8528
SALES • LEASING • RENTALS

ADVERTISE HERE!

To advertise, please call
(416) 447-0888
ext. 240 or email:
csanjuan@kostuchmedia.com

To advertise, please call
(416) 447-0888 ext. 240 or
email: csanjuan@kostuchmedia.com

Introducing the New
Intelli Kitchen Master!

Heavy Duty Chamber Vacuum Sealers –

Only
$649

make storage and organization a breeze.

Spoilage
Reduce r itself
Pays fo ths!
in mon

It chops, mixes, minces,
whips, kneads, blends, stirs
but also Cooks, Fries and
Steams at the same time!!

Are you cooking
SousVide yet

12 commercial models – starting at just $899!
Phone: 1-866-313-5898
Email: info@cedarlaneculinary.ca

Streamline your
prep work and ensure
consistent dishes –
no matter
who’s cooking.

@CLCulinary
Web: www.CedarlaneCulinary.ca

Affordable Tools for the Modernist Kitchen
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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CHEF’S CORNER

ON POINT
Brad Richard breathes
new life into classic
home-style French
cuisine at Décimal 81
BY FATIMA SIDDIQUI

F

BITS & BITES

Who are your
culinary inspirations?
“Alain Ducasse,
Thomas Keller
and Grant Achatz”
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culinary school,” he says. “I like the detail and refinement of French
cooking; I am growing into my own style of food, but it will obviously
always be rooted in French cooking technique.”
Named for its address and as a reference to the French cooking
term “au point” (on point), the 45-seat Décimal 81 offers fresh, unprocessed home-style meals. “We [as a community] should look for foods
that are properly grown or cultured through a reliable, sustainable
source and prepare them without preservatives or over-processing,”
he says. The Red Seal-certified chef prepares and plates dishes such as
tomato-braised lamb shank with roasted root vegetables ($28), duck
breast with celery root frites and wilted greens topped with an orange
glaze ($25). He also offers five-course ($55) and seven-course tasting
menus ($77).
Moving forward, Richard is looking to refresh Décimal 81, adding
seats and a lounge on the upper levels of the three-storey building
in which it currently resides. He also plans to travel, broadening his
knowledge of different cuisines to further develop his work.
His career continues to be quite a ride, and the 33-year-old is proud
of what he’s accomplished, appreciating the feedback for a hard day’s
work. “There’s a rockstar-ness to it,” he says. “I’ve gone out to cook
a meal for a bunch of people, or a big tasting menu, and walked out
into the dining room and [gotten] a standing ovation.” Looks like
Richard’s hunger to cook as a teenager — even during the most inopportune times — paid off. l
What’s your
favourite cuisine?
“French and Italian”

What would you
be if you weren’t a
chef? “A director of
comedy movies”

What do you
do for fun?
“Play the guitar”

What’s your favourite
ingredient? “It’s a tie
between butter or salt”
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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or Brad Richard, a life
behind the stove makes
sense. “Growing up,
I always had an interest in
cooking. [Mom] always had the cookbooks out and was making a different meal every night,” recalls the New Brunswick native.
However, it wasn’t until high school that he really began to whet
his appetite for the culinary arts. He often skipped his morning
classes to cook. Although he managed to earn his school credits, his
parents were not pleased; either way, he made it work. “I wasn’t hearing any complaints when I would leave something freshly baked on
the counter for them when they got home,” he jests, adding, “I would
conveniently disappear when they got home.”
Intent to learn more, the aspiring toque honed his technique at the
Culinary Institute of Canada in P.E.I., which led him to internships in
Massachusetts and New York.
After graduating, Richard headed back to P.E.I. to cook at the Inn
at Bay Fortune where he met and worked alongside acclaimed chef
Gordon Bailey. “Gordon taught me how to apply what I learned in
school to real-world restaurant situations,” says Richard. “He inspires
me, because he [is] self-taught, has [won] several competitions and
owns his own restaurant.” Trailing Bailey’s path, the chef moved to
the Inn at St. Peter’s where Bailey promoted him to the role of executive chef.
Tired of working for others, the toque returned home to New
Brunswick in search of a new venture. In 2011, he opened Décimal 81
with his parents at 81 Princess St. in Saint John, feeding his flair for
classic French cuisine. “French cooking is really what I was taught in
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Chefs take great pride in their sources. They are as carefully selected as the carrots, cucumbers
and peppers they feature on their menus. Chefs know great meals begin at the source.
In the vast Panna Estate, rich in natural beauty and situated in
the heart of Tuscany, lies the source of the pleasingly balanced
and refreshing Acqua Panna spring water. Acqua Panna boasts
a unique smooth and velvety taste, giving it the rare ability to
please all discerning palates. A Taste of Tuscany.

Enriched with minerals during a 30 year long underground
journey in the Italian Alps and bottled at the source
in San Pellegrino Terme, Italy, S.Pellegrino has been a
key ingredient in exceptional meals since 1899.
Chefs trust S.Pellegrino for their sparkling moments.

For more visit: finedininglovers.com

